
Raising capital: equity 
Learning Objectives 
1. What is Corporate Finance about and what is its objective? 

2. How do firms finance a new investment project? 

3. What is pecking order perspective and how can we explain that pattern?  

4. Make distinction b/w equity and debt 

5. How can firms raise equity capital? Distinguish IPOs and SEOs 

6. What are the advantages and disadvantages of going public?  

7. What is a general procedure of an IPO and how to set an IPO offer price? 

8. What are the costs of an IPO?  

9. What are alternative explanations for IPO underpricing and long-term performance?  

10. What do firms need to consider when they decide between raising equity through 

the alternative methods of SEOs? How are they different? 

11. How may rights issues impact upon shareholder wealth and voting power? 

12. What are the roles of an underwriter in raising equity capital?  

 

 

Pricing/costs Empirical 

findings (IPO underpricing, 

LR underperformance) 
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• No wealth loss, but yes voting power loss “” 

*At announcement, share price will 

drop, b/c it signals to investors that the shares are overvalued 

*Oversimplified assumption: rights will all be exercised at ex-rights date 
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*Share price mightn’t fall to X on ex-rights date b/c: 

• New info affecting stock price on ex-rights date 

• Gen. movement in share price 

• Transaction costs/taxes related to exercising right 

• Theoretical value R ignores option characteristic of right; R likely undervalues right 

o Stock price moves all the time, not just on ex-rights date 

o Right is an option, not an obligation 

o Right wouldn’t be exercised if stock price falls (undersubscription risk exists) 

o R likely undervalues right as its option value under stock price uncertainty is 

ignored 

Advantages vs pvt placement Disadvantages 

Pvt placements are constrained: 

• Shareholder approval needed for takeover bid 

• Limited to <15% of issued capital w/out 
shareholder approval 

Costly: 

• Prospectus 

• Underwriting fees 

• Admin 

Convenient source of funds Takes longer 

Preserves voting patterns  

Dividend Reinvestment Plan (DRP) 
Use part/all of div. to apply for new shares w/out transaction costs & usually at discount 

to mkt price; is a small rights issue 

E.g.: Own 10 shares, share price: $1. DPS = $0.1. DRP price: Can buy 1 share at $0.9 
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Flexibility and transaction costs (favour lease) 
Quality assessment & ownership transfers involve transaction costs, favouring leasing 

Comparative advantage in asset acquisition/disposal (favour lease) 
If lessor can get higher disposal value than lessee or obtain asset at lower mkt price, 

leasing is favoured 

Issues with WACC and capital 
structure policy 
Learning objectives 

1. What is a firm’s WACC? What is the intuition behind it? How to estimate it?  

2. What is the intuition behind the CAPM for cost of equity?  

3. When can we use a single company WACC for project evaluation and what are 

the likely consequences if a multidivisional company uses its company WACC to 

evaluate all proposed investments?  

4. What is the relationship between the WACC and the value of the firm?  

5. How can we find an optimal debt ratio for a given firm using the cost of capital 

approach?  

6. What is the equation for the levered beta and what is the intuition behind it?  

7. How can we use the levered beta equation to evaluate a firm’s new projects 

that have different business risks fm those of its existing projects?  

8. Explain MM’s irrelevance theorem  

9. How can you explain the trade-off theory and what practical implications does 

this theory provide?  

10. How can you describe debt overhang and asset substitution problems?  

11. Why is the trade-theory not enough? What is missing fm the trade-off theory?  

12. What is the pecking-order perspective? What are the three explanations for 

that?  
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5. What are we missing fm the M-M’s view? What are the factors that affect dividend 

policy?  

6. Compare a classical tax system and an imputation tax system. What is double 

taxation?  

7. Compare the taxation of dividend income and taxation of capital gains tax in 

Australia. When do shareholders prefer dividends to capital gains under a classical 

tax system and under an imputation tax system, respectively? What is a clientele 

based explanation for paying dividends?  

8. What can be a problem of a coy w/ a high dividend payout ratio (which is more 

likely in Australia due to imputation) and what are the solutions for that?  

9. What are the different types of share buybacks?  

10. What is the tax treatment on on-market and off-market buybacks?  

11. Why do coys buyback shares rather than paying out dividends?  

12. What does the empirical evidence say w/ respect to firm’s reasons for adopting 

particular payout policies?  

 

 

 

 

Overview 
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Rights and obligations of option buyers and sellers 
A buyer takes a long position. 

A seller (issuer) takes a short position. 

 Buyer Seller 

Call option Right to buy asset Obligation to sell asset 

Put option Right to sell asset Obligation to buy asset 

 

Terminology 
Term Definition 

Exercise price Price at which you buy/sell the security 

Expiration date Last date on which the option can be exercised 

American option Can be exercised at any time prior to and including the 
expiration date; most options are of this kind 

European option Can be exercised only on the expiration date 

 

Determinants of American option prices 
Variable Call Option Put Option 

Stock price (S) + - 

Strike price (X) - + 

Volatility + + 

Time-to-maturity + + 

Risk-free rate + - 

 

Not optimal to exercise early if no dividend payments 
By holding the option & not exercising early: 

• No income is sacrificed 

• We delay paying the exercise price 

• Holding the call provides insurance against share price falling below exercise price 

Thus, it is never optimal to exercise. 

May be optimal to exercise early if dividend payments 
If stock pays dividends over the lifetime of an option, then an American call option may 

be worth more than a European call option. 
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Need to analyse the CAUSE of the increase 

Need to evaluate the methodology & assumptions used to achieve the increased EPS 

Bootstrap effect 
If acquirer P/E > target P/E, EPS will increase even if no synergistic benefit 

Earnings are not CFs 

Analysts who use historical P/E of acquirer to value new combined coy are wrong 

• No synergistic benefits 

In an efficient mkt, the P/E will adjust to reflect the acquisition of the new coys growth 

prospects as compared to the acquiring coy 

Economic Evaluation of Takeovers: Cash Offer 
Criteria used for takeovers is that they are VALUE INCREASING TRANSACTIONS 

Economic GAIN or synergistic benefits fm combining the 2 coys is greater than NET COST 

of acquisition 

Gain is the present value of the expected CF of combined coy less the sum of the expected 

net CF of the individual coys 

GAIN = VAT – (VA + VT) 

NET COST is the total cost less the present value of the expected net CF of the target coy 

NPVACQ = GAIN – NET COST 

MAX PRICE TO BE PAID = Price that generates NPVACQ = 0 

Cash bid 
NET COST = CASH – VT 

Scrip bid 
NET COST = (a × VAT) – VT where a is the proportion of the firm now owned by the target 

shareholders 

It is wrong to use the pre-takeover price of acquirer to calculate the net cost of the 

takeover – must use price once it’s been impounded by info about the takeover. 

Earnings valuation 
It is a very common method used in the valuation of coys. 
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Announcement period (-1 to+1 day) varied fm 1.4%-2.6% for Acquirer and Target 

Announcement period (-1 to+1 day) for Target is about 16% 

Announcement period (-1 to+1 day) for Acquirer is fm -0.3% to -1.0% 

Based upon cash: Based upon scrip: 

Announcement period 3.6% for 
Acquirer & Target 
 

Announcement period 0.6% for Acquirer & 
Target 
 

Announcement period for Target is 
~20.1% 
 

Announcement period for Target is ~13% 
 

Announcement period for Acquirer is 
0.4% 
 

Announcement period for Acquirer is -1.5% 
 

 

Based upon scrip: 

 “Do takeover targets underperform? Evidence fm operating and stock returns” - 

Agrawal and Jaffe (2003) 
A comprehensive US study fm 1926-1996 that examine whether in the pre-takeover 

period targets are underperformers. Found no evidence. 

• Target coy wasn’t inefficient - true synergies exist. 

• Threat of takeover disciplined target coy’s CEO to get his shit together, so coy was 

back on track and wasn’t underperforming anymore.  

Similar to Australian study by Bugeja and Walter (1995, Accounting and Finance) 

Issues w/ Analysis 

Methodological Issues 
Mkt-based studies are generally based upon “event study” methodology 

Need to ID the correct event date so can determine pre-event, event and post-event 

window 

How much info has leaked or has been impounded into the share price? 

What model of expected return am I using? 

• CAPM risk-adjusted 
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It should always be the net exposure that is being hedged. 

In large organisations, enterprise wide risk mgmt examines all these natural hedges, in 

an endeavour to be as cost effective as possible in the mgmt of risk. 

Natural hedges need to be ID’d and then if the resulting exposure is outside the risk 

appetite of the coy, then derivative contracts such as fwds & options, can be used to 

reduce the exposure to the desired level. 

What happens if a coy has all its revenues & costs in the same currency? Do we need to 

manage any foreign currency exposure? YES: indirect exposure to FX risk through 

competition 

Why firms manage risk 
Benefits are explained in terms of: 

• Managerial self-interest 

• The non-linearity of taxes 

• The costs of financial distress 

• The existence of financial mkt imperfections 

Managerial self-interest 
Managerial compensation affects optimal levels of hedging. 

B/c managers are risk averse, and under-diversified wrt their firm-specific wealth & 

compensation, they are likely to require extra compensation to bear this risk. 

Firm risk is reduced through hedging, and thus the risk premium required by managers 

is lower. 

Tax non-linearity 
Tax is also an important motivation for hedging. 

Smith & Stulz (1985) demonstrate that a reduction in the volatility of taxable income can 

lower expected taxes for firms w/ convex effective tax functions. 
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